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Abstract— Lung cancer (LC) was the predicted leading cause
of Australian cancer fatalities in 2018 (around 9,200 deaths).
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) tumours with larger
amounts of heterogeneity have been linked to a worse outcome.
Medical imaging is widely used in oncology and non-invasively
collects data about the whole tumour. The field of radiomics
uses these medical images to extract quantitative image features
and promises further understanding of the disease at the time of
diagnosis, during treatment and in follow up.
It is well known that manual and semi-automatic tumour
segmentation methods are subject to inter-observer variability
which reduces confidence in the treatment region and extent
of disease. This leads to tumour under- and over-estimation
which can impact on treatment outcome and treatment-induced
morbidity.
This research aims to use radiomic features centred at each
pixel to segment the location of the lung tumour on Computed
Tomography (CT) scans. To achieve this objective, a Decision
Tree (DT) model was trained using sampled CT data from
eight patients. The data consisted of 25 pixel-based texture
features calculated from four Gray Level Matrices (GLMs)
describing the region around each pixel. The model was assessed
using an unseen patient through both a confusion matrix and
interpretation of the segment.
The findings showed that the model accurately (AUROC =
83.9%) predicts tumour location within the test data, concluding
that pixel based textural features likely contribute to segmenting
the lung tumour. The prediction displayed a strong representation
of the manually segmented Region of Interest (ROI), which is
considered the ground truth for the purpose of this research.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cancer is a well known prominent cause of illness caused
by the uncontrolled growth of mutated cells [1]. It contributed
to three of every ten cancer related deaths in Australia with
similar figures worldwide [2], [3]. Lung cancer (LC) was
predicted to lead the most cancer related deaths in 2018 (9,198
deaths). Overall the five-year survival rate at 15.8%, is the 2nd
highest mortality rate of the ten most commonly diagnosed
cancers [2].
Radiomics is a field of research-based medical image analysis. It utilises computer vision techniques, Machine Learning
(ML) and data mining to quantify insightful features [4], [5].
Several studies indicate that including these features from
imaging data can lead to an improved predictive accuracy in
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prognostic models [5]–[8]. The field promises to contribute
significantly toward personalised medicine.
This research aims to use radiomics to improve the postdiagnosis and treatment success of patients and subsequently
increase the survival rate of LC. To achieve this, a model was
developed focused on pixel based texture features.
Pixel based texture features are computed per pixel and
produce a value that describes the relationship between the
pixel and its surrounds. The model was trained by analysing
all the pixels inside the clinician identified GTV and using
these resultant values to train a DT. The outcome was to
apply the classification of either ‘tumour’ or ‘non-tumour’ to
each pixel within the slice. Once trained, the model requires
no manual intervention. This data can then be displayed as a
visible structure and compared statistically and visually to a
clinicians delineation.
A simplified, trained auto-segmentation model can potentially assist clinicians in assessing the extend of disease, as
well as providing an expert physician with a second opinion. Auto-segmentation models can provide opportunities to
include more data to serve large data ML algorithms to further
contribute to the radiomic analysis. This research uses pixel
based textural features combined with machine learning to
predict tumour structures in CT scans.
This paper is structured as follows, Section I introduces this
work, Section II contains a discussion on current radiomic and
ML techniques and literature, Section III outlines the method
followed and key processes undertaken. Section IV outlines the
outcomes of the applied model with selected inputs, Section V
discussess the results and Section VI concludes this work.
II. R EVIEW OF R ADIOMICS L ITERATURE
Radiomics in oncology combines computer vision and machine learning with oncology data to devise a largely imagebased personalised approach to medicine. Research suggests
image features can provide additional information when predicting outcomes when compared to current methods [5]–[8].
The paper by Aerts et al. [6] presented 440 radiomic features
across 1,019 patients that mapped a prognostic radiomic
signature capturing intratumoural heterogeneity.
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Fig. 1: Radiomics Workflow comprising of four key stages;
Imaging, Segmentation, Feature Extraction, and Analysis [10].

Radiomics research aims to support doctors and patients
interpret images in the diagnostic and prescription process. A
computer-based decision support system (DSS) can consider
many more factors that describe the patient and the disease.
This method has been applied and successfully implemented to
many other scientific fields [9] and has the potential to reduce
misdiagnosis and improve treatment ineffectiveness.
The radiomics work flow comprises of four core pillars,
Imaging, segmentation, feature extraction and analysis [6] as
outlined in Figure 1.
Medical imaging captures an instance in patient anatomy
or functional processes. Common imaging modalities used
clinically include CT, Positron Emission Tomography (PET),
and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). With regards to
capturing anatomical information in diagnosing NSCLC, CT is
routinely collected [11]. The most widely available complete
data type is CT scans [12], [13], and is therefore is utilised in
this research.
The Gross, or visible, tumour volume (GTV) is usually
manually segmented by an oncologist for the purposes of
radiotherapy. A GTV that is too small or in the wrong
location can lead to ’geographical miss’, and the failure of
therapy to control the tumour. A GTV that is too large
can lead to unnecessary normal tissue loss or damage, with
subsequent unnecessary loss of quality of life and treatmentinduced morbidity [14]. The manual delineation GTV and lack
of clear information on the tumour introduces inter-observer
variability [15]–[19].
Semi-automatic tumour segmentation software tools are
available to assist oncologists with delineations [19]–[21]
while no automatic methods for tumour segmentation are used
clinically [10]. Existing radiomic studies [22]–[28], consider
a large number of image features including GLM to predict
patient survival. Success of GLMs within radiomic literature
presents opportunities of its application in other avenues such
as automatic tumour segmentation. Various techniques are
suggested to contribute to an auto-segmentation process [15],
[29]–[31]. A popular approach is patching, which breaks the
image into smaller images to be processed. Pixel-based features capture the relationship between one and the surrounding
pixels thus providing pixel specific features for every location
within a patient. In this study, we assess if this information

Fig. 2: Flow Chart outlining the method used for this research. Beginning with segmented patient data, each patient
has radiomic features calculated. Following this training and
testing data are used to build the model and predict outcomes
respectively. Results are then visualised and assessed.

can contribute to a segmentation model.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The field of radiomic research has a core method proposed
by Lambin et al. [32] and has been adopted as a common
approach to comparing algorithms and features [4], [6], [8],
[33]. This research is an adapted version of this approach and
is summarised in Figure 2.
The process commenced with CT image data segmented
by an expert physician to produce an ROI outlining the lung
tumour. The image data bounded by the ROI had radiomic
features analysed to establish the inherent characteristics of
the disease. This radiomic data was sampled and then passed
to a classifier which categorised each pixel as “tumour” or
“non-tumour”. The classifier predicted the outcome on an
unseen test patient which was then compared to the manually
segmented ROI.
The primary dataset used in this research was anonymised
“NSCLCRadiomics” dataset [34] from the Cancer Imaging
Archive (TCIA)[35] which contains 422 NSCLC pretreatment
CT scans with GTV manually delineated by a radiation oncologist. The patients had varied demographics, tumour stage and
tumour position. The dataset was first published with Aerts
et al. [6] and was used to build their prognostic radiomic
signatures.
A subset of this dataset includes 8 patients from NSCLCRadiomics that were delineated by a clinical radiation oncologist
(AM). Subsequently, the subset dataset has been calculated
with the same tools and techniques which minimise interobserver variability between patients. This process aims to
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(a) Example 25 pixel image
with outlier

(b) Image (a) reduced to 3 GLs

(c) Image (a) with tone removed

(d) Image (c) reduced to 3 GLs

Fig. 3: Slice no. 76 of patient LUNG1-001

Fig. 4: Process of defining the patient mask

Fig. 5: Visual comparison of texture loss due to tone

reduce variability in the technique between each GTV calculation.
Patient data was limited to a single slice originally at 512 ×
512 pixels. Each image was masked and cropped to eliminate
the bed captured within the CT. The subset of 8 patients are
sampled at a ratio 1:5 (tumour:non-tumour) and were used as
training data. The test case LUNG1-001 included all pixels
of slice 76 is taken from the original dataset. The CT data
overlayed with the original GTV for patient LUNG1-001 is
displayed in Figure 3.

comparison. Tone is removed by reassigning pixels to a rank
from one to the length of unique pixel values.
Large ranges of tone can lead to texture loss when adjusting
the GL range as outlined in the example Figure 5. Figure 5c
shows the image with tone eliminated leaving the original
texture. Figure 5d shows this image reduced to three GL. The
effect of reducing tone can be appreciated in the difference
between Figures 5b and 5d.
Although discretisation methods such as binning are common for textural features, this research rescales the data to a
specified GL range. Rescaling is a simple method and can be
easily interchanged when assigning new ranges. Minor loss in
detail occurs but key traits can still be mapped as appreciated
in the comparison of Figures 5c and 5d. This process establishes a standardised GL range and GLM dimensions which
optimises textural comparison and minimises the intervention
of thresholding.

A. Radiomic Features
Radiomic features provides localised texture information
that can be visualised and analysed with similar methods to
the original CT scan. Previously published texture features [6]
obtain a gray-level matrix and summate all data in accordance
to various formulae, which results in a loss of anatomical
detail.

C. Gray-Level Matrices (GLM)

B. Preprocessing
Preprocessing incorporates processes to convert the data
from intensity (HU) to texture described as a specified interval
of Gray Levels (GL). Preprocessing minimises computational
time and complexity while providing an option to adjust detail
resulting in diversity in feature images.
Firstly, unwanted pixel data is eliminated through masking
then cropping. A simple binary mask approach is used to
segment the patient scan from the surrounding background
which improves the precision in future calculations. Figure 4
shows an example, based on a threshold of -400 HU.
The resulting data is split into texture and tone. Texture
refers to the description of patterns or arrangement of intensities within an image while tone is a range of values from light
(maximum HU) to dark (minimum HU) within the dataset.
For the purpose of this research, tone refers to the range
of unassigned HU values that are unused in GLM textural

Each Matrix value captures the probability of a pixel relationship. Each matrix focuses on different characteristics of
the image and provide insight into its texture. The four Gray
Level Matrices that are developed in this paper to generate
pixel based radiomic features include;
•
•
•
•

Gray-level
Gray level
Gray level
Gray level

co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
run-length matrix (GLRLM)
size zone matrix (GLSZM)
dependency matrix (GLDM)

1) Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM): Initially proposed by Haralick [36], the GLCM is defined as the second
order joint probability function of an image described as
P(i, j; δ, α). The (i, j)th element of the Ng × Ng size matrix
is the number of times that combination of intensity levels
occurs in α direction at a distance of δ. where Ng represents
unique GL.
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This matrix combines opposing directions (α = 0o = 180o )
halving the calculations from eight neighbouring pixels to four
matrices (0o , 45o , 90o and 135o ). Each neighbouring pixel was
calculated at a distance of δ = 1.
A GLCM calculated at 5GL has a size of 5 × 5, such that
Ng = 5. An excessively large GL range produces poor results
as pixel relationships are rarely the same. Due to the size
representing Ng × Ng , images with larger GLs produce a
excessive GLCM and subsequently will large computational
costs and less occurrences of the same pixel relationship.
2) Gray-level run-length matrix (GLRLM): Gray Level Run
Length Matrices was first proposed by Galloway [37]. A gray
level run is the set of consecutive points with the same gray
level value [38]. The matrix is a summation of the run length
and gray level for (i, j)th elements in the image P(i, j; α).
The size Ng × Nr , and can be calculated in α directions,
where Nr represents largest run length. Four directions of α
are calculated like the GLCM.
When GL is reduced, run lengths are more likely to increase,
in turn depicting distinctions between rough and smooth
textures.
3) Gray-level size zone matrix (GLSZM): Gray Level Size
Zone Matrix was first proposed by Thibault [39], utilising
GLRLM fundamentals to produce a matrix representing all
directions. Size zone is the count of elements with the same
GL, connecting in any direction P(i, j). The matrix represents
each GL and the count of masses with an exact size within
the data. The matrix size Ng × Ns , where Ns is the maximum
size.
4) Gray-level dependency matrix (GLDM): First proposed
as Neighboring Gray Level Dependence Matrix by Sun in
1983 [40], the GLDM is the summation of GLs with the
number of connected pixels at a distance δ, dependent on the
center pixel P(i, j; δ). A pixel j is dependent on the center
pixel i if |i−j| ≤ α. The matrix size is represented by Ng ×Nd ,
where Nd is the maximum dependency sizes. Commonly, in
large images, Nd = 9, representing each direction surrounding
the pixel.
D. Feature Image
Tumour segmentation requires pixel features and thus the
GLM values are substituted into a feature image. Each pixel
within the original image I(x, y) = i, was recalculated according to the GLM technique. The new feature image substitutes
each pixel value i as the normalised GLM probability P (i, j),
such that Ir (x, y) = P (i, j). Where P (i, j) = P(i, j)/µ and
µ is the GLM mean. For each GLM a respective feature
image is calculated. E.g. The GLCM feature image results in
a noisy image that highlights common pixel relationships and
darkens the uncommon, which can be observed in Figure 6.
Various directions provide diverse descriptors for each pixel
in comparison to its surrounding pixels.
E. Building and Testing the Model
The classification of features calculated was used to correlate with a numerical result or an outcome. Outcomes have a

(a) GLCM-32GL-0deg

(b) GLCM-32GL-90deg

(c) GLCM-32GL-45deg

(d) GLCM-32GL-135deg

Fig. 6: GLCM feature image in 4 directions for 32 GL

distinct medical value (survival rate, tumour stage, differentiation of tumour from non-tumour). To achieve this result,
supervised learning compares training data to an outcome
and creates a model that categorises inputs according to the
outcome. Therefore, this outcome (tumour or non-tumour) is
included with the data to compare projected estimation with
the actual result.
The supervised learning for model building used the open
source software tool Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis (Weka) 3.8.3 [41]. Weka is a platform used for
data mining with various machine learning algorithms and
this research used the data preparation, classification and
visualisation tools.
Constraints for many ML algorithms, such as CNN and
deep learning include limited explanations when discussing
outcomes. Complex statistical or mathematical computations,
act as a black box and have little meaning to medical
professionals. Decision Trees (DT) are a common decision
support tool that provide a simple explanation behind each
outcome [42]. The algorithm comprises of observations or
decisions, represented as branches and conclusions or outcomes represented as leaves. An input passes down the tree
until reaching an outcome and when discussing results each
decision can be tracked back through the tree.
A downfall of DT is overfitting, where a model trains on
a dataset too closely and reacts poorly to new data. In DTs
overfitting is represented with large complex trees. Pruning
restricts the leaves and subsequently leads to a smaller more
robust model. The DT pruning process limits the minimum
number of objects per leaf, or training pixel classifications.
Highly influential features contribute to large amounts of pixel
classifications while less influential features are cut from the
final model through pruning.
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IV. R ESULTS
Several specifications within the patient data, radiomic
features, and model characteristics are selected to assess the
model and its result against the hypothesis.
A. Radiomic Features
This research includes four GLM features calculated in
both 32 GL and 5 GL with the GLCM and GLRLM further
calculated in four directions and averaged. The HU intensity,
and the GTV pixel outcome are also included. Table I provides
all 25 features calculated for each patient image, which are
then used to train the decision tree.
TABLE I: Features imported into the model
HU
GLCM-32GL-0deg
GLCM-32GL-45deg
GLCM-32GL-90deg
GLCM-32GL-135deg
GLCM-32GL
GLRLM-32GL-0deg
GLCM-5GL-45deg
GLDM-5GL

Features
GLRLM-32GL-45deg
GLRLM-32GL-135deg
GLRLM-32GL
GLSZM-32GL
GLDM-32GL
GLCM-5GL-0deg
GLRLM-5GL-135deg
GLCM-5GL-90deg
GTV

GLRLM-32GL-90deg
GLCM-5GL
GLRLM-5GL-0deg
GLRLM-5GL-45deg
GLRLM-5GL-90deg
GLCM-5GL-135deg
GLRLM-5GL
GLSZM-5GL

Through pruning, many features are not included in the
model, as they have little influence over pixel classifications.
25 features are imported yet only 5 features are included in the
pruned DT. These features determined in order of importance
are namely GLSZM-32GL, HU, GLRLM-5GL-0deg, GLCM32GL-0deg and GLSZM-5GL.

Fig. 7: Visualised model result. Left, original CT slice, right,
predicted GTV slice

Figure 7 is an example, where the original CT image is on
the left. The GTV is overlaid as the green area, and considered
ground truth for “tumour” pixels. Figure 7 also shows the
model prediction on the right. The model has classified all
white pixels as “tumour”. Once again the GTV is overlaid in
green.
Several important factors were considered in relation to
the statistical measures of model performance (Table II). The
performance is firstly evaluated by finding the number of
True Positives (T P ) to evaluate the accuracy of correctly
classifying cancerous pixels, the True Negatives (T N ) to
find the correct classification of non-tumour pixels, the False
Positives (F P ) to find how many cancerous pixels were
incorrectly classified and the False Negatives (F N ), to find
how many non-cancer pixels were incorrectly classified.
TABLE II: Confusion matrix

Predicted

B. Model Characteristics
The Weka implementation of a pruned or unpruned C4.5
DT [42] is calculated through the J48 algorithm. The most
influential parameters when pruning the tree is the minimum
number of objects per leaf (M). Small values of M lead to
larger, less restricted DTs where large values of M produce
highly pruned models. Due to variability in the data from
various tissue types, considerable pruning is conducted with
an M value of 88. The resultant model, contains 14 leaves and
a total size of 27 nodes.
The training data imported into Weka contains 5229 instances (single pixels each with 25 features) sampled from
the eight training patients. The sampling was random with a
ratio of 1:5 (tumour:non-tumour), based on a related approach
utilised in the determination of spatial geo-hazards and landslip susceptibility mapping [43], [44]. This was included to
limit sampling bias in favour of non-tumour classification.
The model was trained using five fold cross-validation,
where 20% of the data was reserved for reduced-error pruning.
This further improves the robustness of the model. To predict
outcomes the dataset was split into eight training patients
and one test patient, such that predictions were performed
on unseen data. The unseen test patient predictions was
reconstituted into an image to providing visual comparison
to the original GTV.

Tumour
Non-Tumour

Manual Segmentation
Tumour
Non-Tumour
2306
1206
2009
73270

Since the ratio of non-tumour:total instances is 94.4%, a
model that incorrectly predicts all pixels as “non-tumour”
would have an accuracy (ACC), which is all true classifications
over the entire sample, of 94.4%. The ACC of the example
texture model was 95.9% suggesting that the model correctly
classified the tumour (Figure 7).
We calculated other parameters of model validity. Precision
or positive predictive value (PPV) which refers to the probability of a tumour value being correct 65.7%. The sensitivity,
or true positive rate (TPR), was 53.4%. The false positive rate
(1 – specificity, FPR) which correctly reject non-tumour 1.6%.
Figure 8, displays the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve of the model plotted in blue, based on the
TPR and FPR. The orange line represents a model where all
outcomes are the same resulting in an Area Under the Curve
(AUROC) of 50%. The calculated AUROC for the pruned
model results in 83.9%, where 50% is poor and 100% is
perfect fit.
V. D ISCUSSION
Although the AUROC measure demonstrates a significant
measure invariant from sample distribution, other values, such
as precision, 65.7%, and sensitivity, 53.4% leave room for
improvement.
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Fig. 10: Cropped GLCM-32GL prediction surrounding the
GTV
Fig. 8: The Area under the ROC curve for the texture

Fig. 9: Visualised model result. Left, original CT slice 5 GL.
right, predicted GTV with branches highlighted

Reflecting on precision of the model to correctly classify
tumour, it is worth reassessing the images in Figure 9. The
right image shows three areas of protruding “tumour” in
continuity with the original GTV. If these areas are a tumour,
but incorrectly classified by the oncologist, the precision of
the model will be adversely impacted.
The aim of this research has been to enable improved
decision making by oncologists and so there will always be a
dialogue between the expert and the decision system’s advice.
A radiation oncologist (AM) provided a discussion of the
probable causes for the protruding masses.
While the non-GTV “tumour” region to the left of the GTV
(9 o’clock) could be a pulmonary vessel, no other vessel in the
CT image is highlighted. There could be infiltration of cancer
into mediastinum along the hilum, but this should be assessed
on superior and inferior CT slices.
The non-GTV “tumour” area above the tumour (12 o’clock)
extending to the right could be a blood vessel. When compared
with the left image, it can be seen that adjacent to the
left there is another blood vessel which is narrower, and
which does not produce a “tumour” signal. Its thickness
indicates that it is either infiltrated with the tumour or possibly
occluded/consolidated by the upstream mass. The “tumour”
signal raises the possibility that it is infiltration by the tumour.
Finally, the non-GTV “tumour” region to the right of the
GTV (3 o’clock), is situated over the lung pleural. While the
tumour does reach the pleura on the CT image, infiltration
cannot be seen. The presence of the “tumour” signal extend-

ing anteriorly and posteriorly is in keeping with the known
behaviour of lung tumours involving the visceral and parietal
pleura. The “tumour” signal raises the possibility of infiltration
and may affect the T staging.
Taking these interpretations into account, it is clear that
the determination of precision using public datasets could be
artificially low. Such findings should elicit a reassessment of
the drawn GTV using additional images such as PET scan and
operative findings. This process mirrors the intended use of
the “tumour” delineation which is to act as a decision support
system for oncologists.
Given that sensitivity reflects the accuracy of the “tumour”
model predictions, one can appreciate that the accuracy of
the drawn GTV will impact on an automated process that
extracts features from the GTV. Pure signals are more likely to
yield better sensitivity, and so appreciating that there is an air
pocket within the GTV which is mislabelled as GTV, means
that sensitivity will be compromised, as the model does not
identify air as GTV anywhere else. While it is assumed that
the GTV drawn by the oncologist is ’ground truth’, when it not
drawn to exclude obvious non-tumour, all subsequent analyses
will be compromised, even if only by artificially lowering the
sensitivity of the measure.
It is not shown in these images, but the “tumour” model also
found “tumour” pixels in the contralateral hilum. The public
dataset does not provide PET scans to assess this difference.
Although ML training applies heuristic methods to create an
optimised model, insight from oncologists such as confirmed
HU ranges for tumour tissue can add value to the model
outcomes. Investigating manual pruning in conjunction with
C4.5 DT will eliminate FP predictions in bone or large HU
values.
Figure 10 shows the cropped GLCM-32GL. The GTV
surface is peppered with darker pixels that portray similarities
with the FN predictions in Figure 9. Aerts et al. [6] uncovered
a link between texture and tumour histological types, so the
inclusion of varying histologies may also contribute to an
improved model.
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VI. C ONCLUSION

[14]

This study investigates an uncommon path in radiomic
literature, which utilises pixel based texture features on CT
scans to develop a model assessing tumour segmentation.
The need for independent tumour site verification to correctly establish statistical measures requires that further study
be undertaken in a dataset which includes PET scans to
provide additional functional data to verify accuracy for the
clinician. Once established, this model has the potential to
be used to classify unlabelled clinical datasets before the
intervention of an oncologist.
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